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Men’s Programs

Flannan Isles Lighthouse
In this program, we explore the mysterious disappearance of three lighthouse keepers from the Flannan 

Isles Lighthouse in Scotland. Included is a discussion of the history of the area, the mystery, and the 
investigations with questions to start a conversation and a bonus list of films about lighthouses.

Preparation & How-To’s

 • Print copies of the pictures to pass around or display on a 
large-screen TV.

 • Serve Scottish oatcakes and shortbread during the discussion 
to show the difference between what a lighthouse keeper would 
eat during their daily life and what they would eat as a treat.

 • Look through the list of bonus films to assure their appropriateness 
for your audience before sharing

 

Flannan Isles Lighthouse
Introduction

Scotland is the home of many myths, but perhaps the mystery of what happened to the crew of the 
Flannan Isles Lighthouse in 1900 is one of the most modern tales that haunt the moors. On a remote 
western Scottish isle, three men went missing and were never to be seen again. What happened to 
them has stoked the imagination of writers, historians, and readers for the last 100 years.

History

Located on the west coast of mainland Scotland, the Outer Hebrides (called Na h-Eileanan Siar 
[nuh HAY lih nin SHE ar] in Scottish Gaelic) is an island chain that feels a world away from the 
capital city of Edinburgh. Sixty-five islands comprise the Outer Hebrides, and only 15 of those 
are populated. A mere 26,830 people live on the islands, with Scottish Gaelic (colloquially known 
as Scots) the predominant language spoken language, adding an air of mystery. Because of the 
remoteness of the area, sea transport is crucial to those who make their lives on the island. It is a 
place where tales of kelpies, loch monsters, werewolves, and more are still told to this day. It is in 
this mist-covered area that the Flannan Isles, also known as the Seven Hunters, is located. 

The Flannan Isles Lighthouse was built between 1895 and 1899 near the highest point on the 
island Eilean Mòr, which was already known for its strangeness. An island inhabited only by sheep, 
with even the herders only coming from time to time, it was often referred to as “the other country” 
by locals, which, for a country that already boasts of the supernatural around every bend, feels 
extra haunting. Visitors were mainly drawn to the seventh-century chapel built by St. Flannan, 
for whom the Isles are named, but even the religious pilgrims were known to adopt superstitious 
rituals, such as circling the church on one’s knees.  

https://www.activityconnection.com/uc/subscriber/MiscDocs/ACTV-Instructions-2019.pdf
ahttps://www.activityconnection.com/uc/subscriber/MiscDocs/ACTV-Instructions-2019.pdf
https://www.thespruceeats.com/traditional-scottish-oatcakes-recipe-435823
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Designed by David Alan Stevenson for the Northern Lighthouse Board, the lighthouse was 75 feet 
(23 meters) in height and included the building and stairs, railway tracks, and a shore station on 
the nearby Isle of Lewis. All the materials used to build the lighthouse had to be shipped to the 
island and then carried up the steep cliffs. 

Great thought was put into the building of the area. The delivery of heavy equipment and supplies, 
such as 20 barrels of paraffin each year, was of paramount importance. A cable-hauled railway was 
built to facilitate the transportation of supplies up the steep gradients to the lighthouse. With great 
fanfare, the Flannan Isles Lighthouse was first lit on December 7, 1899.

Discussion Starters  

 • Scotland is awash in history and mythology. What are some of your favorite myths?

 • Do you think that remote places are more likely to feel “supernatural” or “haunted” than 
heavily populated cities? Why or why not?

 • Can you imagine the physical labor that would have been needed to create and build the 
Flannan Lighthouse? What do you think it was like for the men building the structure?

The Lighthouse Keepers

Four men were chosen to watch over the desolate island and the 
dangerous sea below the island’s craggy cliffs: Joseph Moore, 
Thomas Marshall, James Ducat, and Donald MacArthur. The idea 
was to have the lighthouse always manned by three men, while the 
fourth would return home for two weeks’ leave at a time. In order 
to go off and on the island, the men would have to wait for the 
scheduled relief ship to bring in the refreshed lighthouse keeper and 
new supplies.

The four men worked like a well-oiled machine for a full year. With hard work and attention to detail,  
the men kept any ships from crashing on the crags of the isles. However, on December 15, 1900, just 
eight days after its one-year anniversary, a small ship passing by noticed that there was no light coming 
from the lighthouse. The news of the malfunction at the Flannan Isles Lighthouse was immediately 
reported to authorities, but no ship could be sent to the isle because of poor weather conditions.

Five days later, the relief ship carrying relief keeper Joseph Moore made its way to the island. 
Immediately, everything seemed wrong to Moore. He was surprised that no one was there to greet 
him, as was the custom. At the landing place, the relief ship captain blew the horn and fired flares 
to attract attention, but still, no one came to meet them.

Discussion Starters

 • Have you worked in a remote location (farmer, park ranger, deep-sea fisherman, etc.)? What 
was that experience like? If you have not, do you think you would enjoy the isolation?

 • Do you feel that isolation and loneliness are the same thing? Why or why not?

 • What traits do you think were shared by the four lighthouse keepers? What traits do you think 
would make a good lighthouse keeper? 
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The Mysterious Storm

Joseph Moore went to shore alone while the relief ship waited for news from him. What he found 
left him deeply disturbed. 

“I went up to the lighthouse and on coming to the entrance gate I found it closed. I made for the 
entrance door leading to the kitchen and storeroom and found it also closed, and the door inside 
that,” Moore wrote in a letter two days later. “But the kitchen door itself was open. On entering I 
looked at the fireplace and saw that the fire was not lighted for some days. I entered the rooms 
in succession and found the beds empty, just as they left them in the early morning. I did not take 
time to search further, for I naturally well knew that something serious had occurred.”

Despite Moore’s deep worry about his friends and co-workers, he was also aware of his duty to 
help protect the ships that passed by the lighthouse. He convinced three volunteers from the relief 
ship to stay with him on the island and relight the flame. The group then began the disturbing task 
of looking for the missing men.

The four men began scouring every inch of the island for Thomas Marshall, James Ducat, and 
Donald MacArthur. While the east landing was exactly as Moore had left it, the west landing area 
had clearly been severely damaged by storms. A box 108 feet above sea level had been broken 
open with its contents strewn everywhere. Strong iron railings were bent and broken, the railway 
was ripped from its concrete home, and huge rocks were thrown like pebbles from their original 
places. Moore was in shock at the level of destruction they found. 

Moore wrote: 

“A dreadful accident has happened at the Flannans. The three keepers, Ducat, Marshall and the 
Occasional have disappeared from the Island... The clocks were stopped and other signs indicated 
that the accident must have happened about a week ago. Poor fellows they must have been blown 
over the cliffs or drowned trying to secure a crane.”

Discussion Starters

 • If you were in Moore’s shoes, how would you feel to return to work and find all of your co-workers 
were missing? What actions would you take?

 • Moore put his duty to guide ships before further searching the area. Knowing that ships 
counted on the lighthouse, do you think you would be able to remain calm enough to do your 
job in such a situation?

 • In what other circumstances can you think of, from your own life or life in general, where we 
must carry on even when we are scared? 

 • What does bravery mean to you?

The Investigation

Four days later, on December 29, Robert Muirhead, a Northern Lighthouse Board superintendent, 
arrived. He had originally recruited and hired the four lighthouse keepers, and he felt a personal 
connection to making sure the investigation into their disappearance was resolved for their families. 
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The investigation turned up only limited information and left Muirhead to conclude that:

“The men had been on duty up till dinner time on Saturday the 15th of December, that they had 
gone down to secure a box in which the mooring ropes, landing ropes etc. were kept, and which 
was secured in a crevice in the rock about 110 ft (34 m) above sea level, and that an extra large 
sea had rushed up the face of the rock, had gone above them, and coming down with immense 
force, had swept them completely away.” 

Muirhead also noted that the damage to the west landing was 
unbelievable “unless actually seen” and that, in his opinion, 
whomever had left the lighthouse last was “in breach of the Northern 
Lighthouse Board rules that the light should never be left unattended. 
However, it would be easy to rationalize that fear of the storm would 
drive the three men to want to help each other.

The explanation, whether true or not, clearly has not been enough to 
satisfy those who heard of the disappearance, even more than 100 years 
later, and it probably brought little comfort to the families of the men who  
were lost.

Discussion Starters

 • Knowing that the men disappeared in 1900 when technology and forensics were limited, do 
you think the investigation was thorough enough? Do you feel that modern technology might 
have shown more information? Why or why not?

 • Do you agree with the summation of the investigation?

 • People on the other islands nearby seemed to not be aware of such an intense storm in the 
area. What do you make of that information?

 • Would you or have you worked a job that took you away from your family? Was the job dangerous? 
What would compel someone to do a dangerous job like this, in your experience or opinion?

The Ghostly Mystery

In all cultures, the act of burial gives those who loved the deceased a moment of closure. But  
as no bodies were ever found, no closure was ever really possible. Since the mysterious loss of 
three sturdy, experienced lighthouse keepers, stories began to develop around the mystery.

People told tales about a giant sea serpent carrying them away or that they were attacked by a 
ghost ship or by the Phantoms of the Seven Hunters—the spirits of the islands who were unhappy 
with the modernity being brought to the wilds of their land. Less wild theories were brought up that 
the men had fought, either over the storm or over something else, and that one of the men had 
killed the other two men and then hurled himself to his own death out of remorse. However, there 
had been no signs of struggle in the living quarters, making that scenario less plausible.

As the years passed, details not logged by either Moore or Muirhouse were added to newspaper 
articles and fiction, such as the ballad written by Wilfrid Wilson Gibson. In his 1912 poem Flannan 
Isle, he writes of events that Moore made no note of, such as an overturned chair and uneaten 
meal. Moore, in fact, wrote that:

“The kitchen utensils were all very clean, which is a sign that it must be after dinner some time they left.”

Photo by Chris Downer
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However, once logbooks from the missing men were discovered and read, the tales became even 
darker and more foreboding. There was some argument that the logbooks had been added to or 
faked after the fact, but at the time they were “discovered” in the 1920s, they were taken as true. 
In 2017, Mike Dash, an investigative reporter, found that no entries dated after December 13 had 
been recorded by Muirhouse or Moore. But at the time, the falsified logbooks were taken as a sign 
that there was a great cover-up and that there was a serious ghostly mystery afoot, which only 
fueled the obsession with the loss of the three men.

The logbooks show Marshall, the third officer, writing on December 12, just days before the lights 
went out, that there were “severe winds the likes of which I have never seen before in twenty years.”

Dec. 12: Gale, north by north-west. Sea lashed to fury.

Stormbound 9pm. Never seen such a storm. Everything shipshape. Ducat irritable.

12pm. Storm still raging. Wind steady. Stormbound. Cannot go out. Ship passed sounding foghorn. 
Could see lights of cabins. Ducat quiet. McArthur crying. 

Dec. 13: Storm continued through night. Wind shifted west by north. Ducat quiet. McArthur praying.

12 noon. Grey daylight. Me, Ducat, and McArthur prayed. 

Dec. 15: 1pm. Storm ended. Sea calm. God is over all.

Discussion Starters

 • What are your thoughts on ghost stories? Why do you think people are so willing to believe in 
supernatural causes?

 • The logbooks are said to have been faked by a newspaper writer in order to create a 
sensational story. Which is more important in a case like this: facts or an interesting story?

 • How do you feel about newspapers printing false news or amping up information to get people 
to buy their product? Do you think there should be third-party fact-checkers for news outlets?

Modernity Comes to the Islands

If there were any ghosts on the island, or any phantom hunters out to stop people from populating 
the islands, they seem not to have touched another of the lighthouse keepers. For the next 71 years, 
until the lighthouse was automated, no other lighthouse keeper reported any strange happenings. 
The lighthouse keepers that came after brought rabbits, which joined the wildlife population on the 
island, which consists of a variety of seabirds, such as puffins. The waters are home to whales and 
dolphins, but the only human touch to the island comes a few times a year when the crofters from 
nearby Bernera come to check on their grazing sheep. 

These days the light is fueled by gas and is monitored from the Butt of Lewis. The island boasts a 
helipad to ensure that maintenance visits can occur even in tumultuous waters. The shore station 
that was once a lifeline to the lighthouse keepers has been converted to housing. But the land is 
now wholly uninhabited by humans, so perhaps the spirits of the isles have won their war after all. 
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How Mysteries Fuel Art

The tall tales and myths that make up the wild highlands and islands of Scotland may seem 
unbelievable for modern readers, but we are still fascinated by the unknown and the unknowable. 
Fiction and art use these mysteries often, and the Flannan Isles Mystery is no exception.

Besides the 1912 poem, there have been many other pieces of art based on the lives lost at the 
lighthouse that dark and stormy night. The long-running British television show Doctor Who had 
serial of episodes entitled “Horror of Fang Rock” in its 15th season in 1977. Set on a fictional 
island, a shapeshifting alien lands on Earth and attacks the survivors of a boat crash who are holed 
up in a lighthouse. Composer Peter Maxwell Davies was likewise inspired by the mystery when he 
wrote a modern chamber opera called The Lighthouse. Popular rock group Genesis also wrote a 
song called “The Mystery of Flannan Isle Lighthouse.” 

The 2018 film The Vanishing, the 2019 film The Lighthouse directed by Robert Eggers, and the 
2021 novel The Lamplighters by Emma Stonex are all inspired by the event.

Discussion Starters

 • Why do you think artists are so intrigued by the unknown? 

 • When fact blurs with fiction for so many years, do you think the truth matters in the end?

 • While the men who disappeared may never have their true story told, they seem to have 
achieved a sort of immortality with the stories that have been inspired by their lives and 
death. Do you think ghosts are real or that the stories we build up around mysterious deaths 
create “ghosts”?

Additional Activities

1. Watch Rick Steves take a trip to the Outer Hebrides in Scotland. (3:41 running time)

2. Take a beautiful tour of Orkney Islands. This area is not part of the Hebrides. (32:55 running time)

3. Throw a lighthouse themed party and show a lighthouse themed film.

Bonus Lighthouse Movies

Celebrate the haunting beauty, mystery, and history of lighthouses with these bonus films to watch 
and enjoy. If you have ever dreamed of running off to the beautiful solitude of a lighthouse, these 
films will fill your sails, so to speak.

 • The Lightkeepers

This 2010 film starring Richard Dreyfuss straddles the line of comedy and drama in this tale 
about a lighthouse keeper and a mysterious stranger who agree to swear off women, until 
they meet two spirited women who change everything.

 • Captain January

This 1936 classic starring Shirley Temple tells the story of a young girl rescued by a lighthouse 
keeper. She is almost separated from her hero until the girl’s long-lost wealthy aunt and 
uncle come to the rescue. The film is both lighthearted and touching and showcases the way 
automation of lighthouses changed the world and questions if it was for the better.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgHsVhAOgHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8spGe7DkCg
https://www.activityconnection.com/account/monthly/8/2021/parties/#activity
https://www.amazon.com/Lightkeepers-Richard-Dreyfuss/dp/B07HM4DRGB/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+lightkeepers&qid=1618603670&s=instant-video&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Captain-January-Shirley-Temple/dp/B009BLKE5U/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=captain+january&qid=1618603972&s=instant-video&sr=1-1
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 • The Lighthouse

This modern horror release from 2019 takes inspiration (and a great many creative liberties) 
with the Flannan Isles Mystery and the Edgar Allan Poe poetic fragment “The Lighthouse.” 
In this film, two lighthouse keepers fight each other for survival and sanity, but we must warn 
you: this black-and-white film is dark and may be too graphic or strange for many.

 • Half Light

This 2006 supernatural thriller about a grieving novelist who moves to a remote Scottish 
village will leave you guessing whether the main character, portrayed by Demi Moore, is 
imagining things or if the scares are real. If you love Scotland, lighthouses, and psychological 
thrillers, this movie might be for you.

 • The Light Between Oceans

Grab an extra box of tissues for this film starring Michael Fassbender, Alicia Vikander, and 
Rachel Weisz. A childless husband and wife care for a lighthouse on a remote area near 
Australia. A storm sends them a lifeboat with a child tucked away inside. At first, all is bliss, 
but fate throws a heartbreaking wrench into their lives, and hard choices must be made and 
lived with. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Lighthouse-Willem-Dafoe/dp/B07Z4236MR/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=lighthouse&qid=1618604726&s=instant-video&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Half-Light-Demi-Moore/dp/B07JN5X4XC/ref=sr_1_16?dchild=1&keywords=demi+moore&qid=1618605112&s=instant-video&sr=1-16
https://www.amazon.com/Light-Between-Oceans-Theatrical-Version/dp/B01LDWI2N0/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Light+Between+Oceans&qid=1618605454&s=instant-video&sr=1-1
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